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This study, which is based on a 12-week classroom experiment, investigates
the effects of intervention tasks designed for focused listening and awareness
raising on the accuracy of Japanese EFL learners’ spoken outputs. The study
used the pretest/posttest design with two experimental groups (N = 26 each)
and two control groups (N = 36 in total). All participants watched short movie
clips of 1 to 2 minutes. The participants of the experimental groups did
intervention tasks consisting of dictation and oral repetition. One of the
experimental groups was given tasks with the following awareness-raising
interventions: cloze-dictation tasks with input enhancement and verbal
instructions for English prosody. In order to measure the effects of these tasks,
we used the learners’ elicited imitation accuracy, prosodic accuracy, and
self-reported increased awareness of prosody and unstressed words. The
findings reveal that only the participants in the experimental group that did
awareness-raising intervention tasks demonstrated significant improvement in
spoken outputs; the other experimental group participants, who did dictation
and oral repetition tasks, did not show much improvement compared to the
control groups’ participants. The educational implications of this study
indicate that educators could help language learners improve their spoken
outputs through awareness-raising interventions.
Keywords: elicited imitation, awareness, dictation, prosodic instruction,
spoken outputs
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Effects of Tasks and Awareness on Oral Imitation Accuracy by
Japanese EFL Learners
Teaching pedagogies that stress communicative language practices often include
methods and approaches to improve language learners’ spoken proficiency;
however, effective spoken communication requires language learners to possess
aural comprehension competency to receive and produce related spoken outputs.
Language learners who are learning English as a foreign language (EFL) in local
educational settings tend to have limited target language exposure outside of the
classroom. Lyczak (1979) found that mere listening exposure to a target language
could facilitate spoken production. In Lyczak’s experimental study, participants
who were exposed to an unfamiliar language (Thai) for less than 1 hour for only 4
days produced better results in Thai production trials than the control groups who
were exposed to a different unfamiliar language (Japanese) or music (classical). In a
more recent study, from a neuroscience perspective, Fadiga, Craighero, Buccino,
and Rizzolatti (2002) investigated the effects of passive listening on the speech
motor center in the brain. In their experiment, the participants were asked to listen
to words with or without the ‘r’ sound, which involves a tongue-raising movement.
It was found that listening to words with ‘r’ activated the listener’s speech motor
center significantly more than listening to words without ‘r’. The results imply that
there is a close relationship between listening and speech production.
Listening exposure or listening for meaning may be sufficient for casual
conversations, but we believe that listening for form is also important to convey and
receive a message accurately. Thus, we sought effective approaches for improving
EFL learners’ accuracy of linguistic features of the target language, English. We
adopted an elicited imitation method, which in this study means listening to a
model utterance and repeating it as accurately as possible, to help the learners
concentrate on listening (Vinther, 2002). Elicited imitation can be done vocally (oral
repetition) or in the written form (dictation) and can be carried out in a language
class by experienced and inexperienced teachers without special equipment. In this
study, we used dictation as the main component of the intervention task followed by
oral repetition. Oral repetition was included because it has been shown to improve
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EFL learners’ articulatory outputs (Ellis & Sinclair, 1996) and also because we
wanted the participants to confirm the focused features not only by the written form
but also orally.
Dictation tasks have been commonly used for decades among language
instructors to facilitate EFL learners’ listening, writing, vocabulary, and
pronunciation skills (Oller, 1971). According to Underhill (2005), dictation tasks
can help learners become aware of sounds they may not hear, like short unstressed
syllables of content words (p. 202). Dictation can be thought to be more effective in
terms of prosody learning than oral repetition. Kaembach and Schlemmer (2008)
found that voiced rehearsal was not as effective for retaining the pitch height of the
stimulus as silent or no rehearsal. This implies that oral repetition may impede
prosody learning because EFL learners may listen to their voices, which may hinder
their ability to concentrate on listening and retaining the model utterance’s prosody.
Dictation might be not only effective but also easier than oral repetition for
Japanese learners of English. This is because they seem to be more familiar with
writing English words than pronouncing them in formal educational settings. Thus,
Japanese learners might be able to focus on listening more with a dictation task than
an oral repetition task, and more focused listening might help them pay more
attention to the target words and prosody.
Dictation as an intervention task can be used for developing language learners’
intensive listening skills (Chun, 2010). However, we questioned how much and to
what extent EFL learners could notice non-salient features such as unstressed
grammatical words by elicited imitation tasks that do not stress noticing features.
Schmidt (1990, 2010) claimed that awareness is a requirement for noticing and
intake of linguistic features of a target language. In more recent research, the
efficacy of second or foreign language instructions used in intervention tasks, which
lead to awareness of certain linguistic features, has been reported (Akakura, 2012;
DeKeyser, 2005; Ellis, 2005; Norris & Ortega, 2000).
When employing awareness-raising interventions, the specific features of the
learners’ native language need to be taken into account. The Japanese language
does not have unstressed words like English does, so it is especially difficult for
Japanese English learners to notice those words when they hear them in English. In
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order to raise awareness of unstressed words, we employed dictation tasks with
input enhancement. Input enhancement is thought to be effective for drawing
learners’ attention to form-focused features by increasing the salience of the features
(Gasparini, 2004; Sánchez, Pérez, & Gómez, 2010).
Conveying the meaning of a message accurately also requires the appropriate use
of prosodic features, which is challenging for foreign language learners. In order to
facilitate prosodic performance of Spanish learners of English, Ramírez Verdugo
(2006) employed computer-assisted intonation training including explicit
information about the English intonation system and visual displays of the pitch
movement (or intonation). The results revealed the effectiveness of the training on
the participants’ prosodic performance and their awareness of the English prosodic
and sound systems. Although exactly what component(s) contributed to the
improvement of the participants’ prosodic accuracy in her study is unclear, the
results strongly suggest that interventions for raising learners’ awareness of focused
prosodic features are effective. Thus, we included verbal instructions on English
prosody in our intervention tasks.
In the present study, we used DVD clips as a means to provide authentic input
and meaning-oriented activities, which are defined as comprehension and
discussion exercises, for the control groups. In addition to what the control groups
did, two experimental groups also received intervention tasks. One experimental
group received intervention tasks consisting of dictation and oral repetition. The
other experimental group received intervention tasks of dictation and oral repetition
with awareness-raising components (i.e., input-enhanced dictation, which is defined
in this article as added features to increase salience of unstressed grammatical
words, and verbal instructions for English prosodic features) with the intention of
encouraging learners’ noticing of certain grammatical and prosodic features.
Our research questions can be summarized as follows:
1. What are the effects, if any, of an intervention task of dictation and oral
repetition, which is designed for focused listening, on the accuracy of the
participants’ spoken outputs?
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2. What are the effects, if any, of awareness-raising intervention tasks (of
input-enhanced dictation and oral repetition with verbal prosody
instructions) on the accuracy of the participants’ spoken outputs?
In order to measure the effects, we used (a) the learners’ word-imitation accuracy,
(b) prosodic accuracy, and (c) self-reported increased awareness of prosody and
unstressed words. In this study, word-imitation accuracy refers to the learners’
ability to listen to target sentences and repeat the words in the sentences. Oral
imitation was adopted here because the use of oral imitation as a reliable measure of
language learners’ oral proficiency has been documented in the research (Graham,
Lonsdale, Kennington, Johnson, & McGhee, 2008; Henning, 1983; Vinther, 2002),
and also because oral imitation could measure even learners’ implicit knowledge of
specific linguistic features (Ellis, 2008). Prosodic accuracy means the learners’
ability to repeat the target sentences with natural intonation and pauses. Since the
learners’ noticing or/and explicit knowledge of English prosodic features and
unstressed words may not reflect on the outputs in a short period of time, their
self-reported awareness of those components are investigated.

METHOD
Pre and Post-Assessments
The pre and post-assessments consisted of questionnaires and elicited-imitation
recordings.
Pre-questionnaire
The pre-questionnaire was administered before the start of the study to obtain
information on the participants’ English language background. The questions
included: (a) what language(s) were used at home, (b) at what age and how long
they had lived in another country, (c) whether or not their family had hosted a
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foreign exchange student, and (d) learning experiences of musical instruments and
singing. All the questions were in English.
Post-questionnaire
The post-questionnaire was administered at the end of the study to gather data on
the participants’ reflections. The type of questions used for the post-questionnaire
are in Appendix A. Three sets of questions in English and Japanese and the rating
scales used are shown in Figure 1. In order to ensure that the participants
understood the questions, they were written in English and Japanese. The
participants were told to indicate their reply to each question by marking a point on
the rating scale.
1. Did you enjoy watching the DVD and doing the tasks?
（DVD を見てのこれらのタスクは楽しんでやれましたか。
）
not at all

somewhat

very much

|..............................|..............................|

2. How did you find repeating the expressions accurately?
（英語表現を正確にリピートする作業はどうでしたか。
）
very difficult

somewhat

very easy

|..............................|..............................|

3. Would you like to do something like this again?
（このようなタスクをする機会があったら、またやってみたいと思いま
すか。
）
No...................................O.K...................................Yes
(No, I would not!)
(Either way is O.K.)
(Yes, I would love to!)
FIGURE 1
Three Sets of Questions and the Rating Scales in the Post-Questionnaire

Elicited-Imitation Recordings
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Recording material
The recording material consisted of three example sentences followed by eight
sentences consisting of 45 words (55 syllables) shown in Table 1. Each item
consisted of a beep, a presentation order, and a model utterance, followed by 4
seconds, in which participants were asked to accurately repeat the model utterance
immediately after they heard it.
TABLE 1
Sentences Used for the Pre- and Post-Recordings
Section

Sentences

Practice

1. This is a car.
2. How should I know?
3. Thank you very much.
S1: I like American food very much.
S2: Did you eat lunch yesterday?
S3: I wanted him to know.
S4: John is the name of my dog.
S5: How can I help it?
S6: So I’ll see you tomorrow.
S7: I went to Cambridge University.
S8: I wanted him to be an engineer.

Main

The eight sentences in Table 1 were selected based on the following
considerations, which reflect the authors’ teaching experiences with English
language learners at the university level in Japan:
1. The sentences consist of common words, and each one has approximately
five words so that the sentences would not be too difficult for
intermediate-level learners.
2. The material includes question sentences to examine learners’ question
intonation.
3. The material includes words in the weak form (e.g., articles, prepositions,
pronouns) and words with verb or noun morphemes (e.g., -ed, -s).
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4. The material includes relatively longer sentences (with more than five words)
to avoid the ceiling effect.
5. The material includes sentences from the DVD clips to examine the effects of
exposure to the sessions.
Model utterances of S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S8 in Table 1 were utterances of two
male native speakers of American English taken from NII-SRC/ERJ Speech
Database (Minematsu et al., 2002). This database was used because (a) the
utterances were carefully spoken with clear intonation; (b) they are high-quality
recordings; and (c) the database includes utterances of the sentences by more than
10 Japanese college students, so we could later use the typical Japanese rhythm or
intonation as a comparative measure for each utterance. Those of S6 and S7 were
from the DVD Night at the Museum (Twentieth Century Fox Film, 2007) that was
used for this study.
Recording procedure
The participants were told that they would hear three sentences in the practice
section and then eight sentences. They were asked to listen carefully to each
sentence and repeat the sentence exactly as they heard it.
The recordings took place individually outside the classroom in a corridor. The
participants sat at a desk with a microphone placed 15 cm away from their mouth.
The IC recorder (SONY ICD-UX80) was connected to the microphone and placed
at the far end of the desk. The cassette player through which the participants heard
the model utterances was placed on the left side of the desk. The instructor set the
cassette player for each participant, made sure that he or she understood the
procedure, and waited until the first sample sentence was presented and recorded.
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INTERVENTION TASKS
Session Procedures
There were two experimental groups (E1 and Ea) and two control groups (CTL1
and CTL2). All four groups of participants had eight sessions over 12 weeks. For
the sake of understanding the context, all groups were shown all scenes of the
movie, and in addition to the eight sessions, classes in which the participants only
watched the movie without a task were inserted.
The participants were exposed to authentic language input (movie clips from the
DVD, Night at the Museum) and taught by the same instructor, who is a native
speaker of American English, at a university in Japan. Class instruction was in
English. The experimental groups received about 40 minutes of instruction, and the
control groups received 20 to 30 minutes, at the end of each class. There was a
difference in the amount of time per session because the control groups did not
receive the intervention tasks. The procedures are in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Session Procedures
Step

Procedures

1

Difficult vocabulary and expressions from a movie clip were given before viewing.

2

An explanation of the situation in the movie clip was provided.

3

The movie clip was shown in English with Japanese subtitles.

4

The relationships between the characters in the movie clip were confirmed.

5

Students answered multiple-choice cognitive questions and checked their answers.

6

The same movie clip was shown again without Japanese subtitles.

7

The experimental groups received intervention tasks while the control groups did
not.
New vocabulary and cultural points were discussed.

8
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After watching a movie clip twice, the experimental groups (E1 and Ea) received
a dictation paper with a short conversation in the clip including two or three
sentences selected for the task. The instructor repeated each sentence selected for
dictation three times during which the participants were asked to write down what
they heard on the dictation paper. Then, the answers were put on the chalkboard,
and the participants corrected their answers with a red pen. Following the dictation,
only the participants in Ea received verbal instructions for raising awareness by the
instructor to improve their use of English prosody. Both E1 and Ea groups listened
to the instructor’s voice and repeated the sentences once. The instructor collected
the corrected dictation papers.

Interventions for Raising Awareness
Different dictation methods were used for E1 and Ea. The participants in E1
were asked to write down each word in the target sentences with a few of the
following exceptions. The participants were not asked to write people’s names, and
if the sentence was considered to be too long, some words were given on the
dictation paper. On the other hand, the participants in Ea did cloze dictation with
input enhancement to increase the salience of unstressed words. A sample of the
dictation papers used for both experimental groups is shown in Appendix B.
For raising awareness of unstressed words, the dictation tasks for Ea were
carefully prepared with the following considerations: (a) The dictation tasks should
not be too difficult for the participants in order to facilitate the feeling of
accomplishment; (b) the focus points for the participants should be clear in order to
enhance the salience of unstressed words. Based on the above considerations, we
decreased the number of words for dictation for Ea by 30% compared to that for
E1; the dictation tasks for E1 contained 103 items in 23 sentences, but those for Ea
had only 74 items in the same 23 sentences and three additional sentences. Three
sentences were added for Ea in order to include five additional unstressed words.
As a result, the ratio of unstressed grammatical components to content words for
Ea’s dictation tasks increased to 66% from 50% for E1’s tasks. The words
contained in all dictation tasks for E1 and those for Ea are summarized in Table 3.
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TABLE 3
Summary of Words on the Dictation Papers for the Experimental Groups
Word category

E1

Ea

Content words

52 (50.5%)

25 (33.8%)

42 (40.8%)

32 (43.2%)

28 [27.2%]
11 [10.7%]
3 [2.9%]
9 (8.7%)

17 [23.0%]
10 [13.5%]
5 [6.8%]
17 (23.0%)

103

74

Unstressed grammatical components
Function words
[pronouns]
[prepositions]
[articles]
Verb morpheme and contraction forms
(e.g., wanted, I’ll, what’s, didn’t)
Total number

In addition, we adopted a multiple-choice format (e.g., {I / I’m / I’ve}) for words
with features that are considered difficult for Japanese learners of English (27 items
out of 74 items) for Ea. The correct dictation rate (averaged across the participants
and the words on the dictation tasks) for Ea was 0.95 and that for E1 was 0.91.
For raising awareness of prosodic accuracy, the instructor gave the Ea group
verbal instructions that took less than 5 minutes. The instructions (referred to as
prosodic instructions) included information and examples about English prosody
(e.g., stressed/unstressed words, sentence stress, pauses, and intonation). The
objectives of the prosodic instructions were to help the participants become aware
of: (a) unstressed words or components that do not exist in their native language,
which is Japanese; (b) English prosodic features (e.g., intonation patterns, natural
pauses, and stress); and (c) the importance of prosody (e.g., different prosodic
features result in a difference in meaning). These prosodic instructions were thought
to help language learners retain what they have learned for longer periods of time.
The detailed description of the prosodic instructions is in Appendix C.
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Participants
All participants were non-English-major university students (either first year or
second year; aged between 18 and 21) in Japan. The mean age at which they started
learning English at school was 13 years old. The participants’ English proficiency
level was considered to be intermediate based on their scores from an English
placement test that was administered before the beginning of the academic year.
The summary of groups is shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Summary of Groups of Participants and Assigned Intervention Tasks
Group

na

E1

26

Ea

26

CTL1
CTL2

21
25

Intervention task
dictation
& repetition (once)
enhanced-input, cloze dictation
& prosodic instructions
& repetition (once)
control group
control group

Year

Sample sizeb

2nd

20 (8F+12M)

2nd

18 (13F+5M)

2nd
1st

18 (11F+7M)
18 (9F+9M)

Note. an is the number of students originally enrolled in each group; bSample size is the number of students
whose recordings were used for analyses; F is female and M is male.

Both of the experimental groups consisted of second-year students; however, two
control groups (CTL1, second year; CTL2, first year) were employed because
CTL1’s initial level determined by a pretest was slightly higher than that of the
experimental groups. The initial English level could influence the outcomes. Thus,
another control group (CTL2) was included because their initial level was almost
the same level as the experimental groups’ levels.
A total of 24 participants’ recordings were excluded from all the analyses in the
study for the following reasons: (a) participants who experienced living overseas
for more than 3 months, (b) those who used languages other than Japanese at home,
and (c) those who did not participate in either pre- or post-recording. The numbers
of participants used for analyses in each group are also shown in Table 4.
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RESULTS
Elicited Imitation Accuracy Rate
Elicited imitation in this study was defined as listening to a model utterance and
repeating it as accurately as possible, and we used the term elicited imitation
accuracy to mean how accurately the participants could repeat each word that they
heard.

Calculation of Elicited Imitation Accuracy Rate
Each utterance was scored according to the following procedure:
1. One point was given for each word the participant repeated not only
accurately but also in the correct order [e.g., for “This is my dog”, This (1
point) is (1 point) dog (1 point) my (0 point)].
2. Instead of one point, 0.5 point was given for each word (a) that was repeated
but was slightly difficult for the raters to understand due to the speaker’s
pronunciation; and (b) that was repeated with a morphemic error (e.g., -ed, -s).
3. No point was taken off for any phrase or word inserted before or after the
utterance, but 0.5 point was taken off for any phrase or word that was inserted
between words that were repeated accurately [e.g., for “my dog”, my (1 point)
favorite (-0.5 point) dog (1 point)].
Two raters scored the utterances. One rater is a speaker of American English and
the other is a speaker of Japanese. Both raters had more than ten years of experience
teaching English to Japanese learners. The assessment was carried out
independently, and the inter-rater reliability score was 0.92. The two raters’
assessment scores were later compared, and when the scores of an utterance did not
match, the raters listened to it together and decided the final score.
The five sentences (S2, S3, S4, S5, and S8 in Table 1) were used for the
assessment. We excluded S1 to avoid the ceiling effect because more than 90% of
the participants repeated it accurately in the pre-recordings. We also excluded S6
and S7 because they were taken from the DVD used in the sessions.
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As an index for measuring the effects of each intervention task, we calculated the
elicited imitation accuracy rate for the five sentences: S2, S3, S4, S5, and S8
(referred to as the overall accuracy rate) as follows: Overall accuracy rate (pre or
post) for a participant = (sum of scores for the five sentences in the pre- or
post-recordings of the group) / 29; where 29 is the total number of words in the five
sentences.

Overall Accuracy Rate for Each Group
We used the difference between each group’s overall accuracy rate in the
post-recordings and that in the pre-recordings as an index for each group’s
improvement. Figure 2 shows the means of overall accuracy rate in the pre- and
post-recordings for each group.

FIGURE 2
Mean Overall Accuracy Rates
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A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the variables of the
overall accuracy rate of the post-recordings minus that of the pre-recordings, with
the four participating groups. For this (and the subsequent analyses), the alpha level
of significance was set to .05, and all analyses were performed using the statistical
software package, Excel Toukei 2008, Academic version (SSRI, 2008). This
analysis showed a statistically significant group effect, F (3, 70) = 4.57, p = .006.
Post hoc tests (Tukey’s HSD) showed Ea > E1 (p = .005); and Ea > CTL1 (p
= .029).

Elicited Imitation Accuracy of Unstressed Grammatical Components
We examined the effects of the dictation tasks and the prosodic instructions on
the participants’ repetition performance of unstressed, grammatical words and
morphemes: Two articles (the, an); two prepositions (to x 3, of); five pronouns (you,
I x 2, my, him x 2, and it); and one verb morpheme (-ed x 2) were included in the
five sentences used for this study (see Table 1). The verb morpheme -ed was
included only for Ea.
In order to examine each group’s improvements, we calculated the elicited
imitation accuracy rate averaged across the unstressed components and the
participants in each group. Two pronouns, you and I, were excluded from the
analysis in order to avoid the ceiling effect because the highest rates for these words
in the pre-recordings were higher than 90%.
Figure 3 shows each group’s elicited imitation accuracy rate for the eight
unstressed components in the pre- and post-recordings. From Figure 3, we can see
that the Ea group showed the highest improvement, but the elicited imitation
accuracy rate of the unstressed components for that group was not noticeably
different from the other groups. An ANOVA test revealed that there was no
significant group effect, F(3, 70) = 1.22, p = .308.
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FIGURE 3
Mean Elicited Imitation Accuracy Rates for the Eight Unstressed
Grammatical Components

Effects of the Prosodic Instructions
In order to examine how well the participants remembered the sentences
practiced in the sessions, we calculated the difference between each participant’s
elicited imitation accuracy rate for the word Cambridge in S7 (“I went to
Cambridge University”) in the post-recordings and that in the pre-recordings. We
selected the word Cambridge for the following reasons: (a) it was not a familiar
word for the participants (based on the elicited imitation accuracy rate for this word
in the pre-recordings); (b) it is not a general noun, so the participants were unlikely
to hear or use it outside the sessions. This word was included once in two sentences
in one session, and all the participants listened to it while they were watching the
DVD clip. The participants in E1 then wrote down this word in a following
dictation task and corrected it if it was not accurate. The participants in Ea used the
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same sentences as E1 but did a cloze-dictation task instead; they did not have to
write down the word because it was given on their dictation paper. After the
dictation task, they received the prosodic instructions using the two sentences that
included this word (see Session 8 in Appendix C).
No group obtained a high elicited imitation accuracy rate (M ≤ .15) in the
pre-recordings. However, the rates in the post-recordings varied from group to
group; Ea improved greatly (.00 to .69), whereas E1 demonstrated much less
improvement (.00 to .25), and the control groups improved the least (.15 to .25).
Non-parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis) were used for statistical analyses because the
values were either 1 or 0. There was a statistically significant group effect, χ2 (3)=
20.17, p < .001. Post hoc tests (Scheffé) showed Ea’s improvement was
significantly greater than those of E1 (p = .041), CTL1 (p = .022), and CTL2 (p
< .001).
The smallest improvement for the control groups was expected, but E1’s
improvement was not impressive regardless of doing the dictation task. On the
other hand, Ea outperformed E1 even though the participants in Ea did not write
down the word on their dictation paper. This strongly suggests that the prosodic
instructions were effective for the participants’ memorizing what they learned.

Post-questionnaire
A post-questionnaire was given to the participants at the end of the study to
gather data on the participants’ reflections of the sessions. The questionnaire
included the level of: (a) the enjoyment of the sessions, (b) the meaningful effect of
the tasks for listening and oral repetition, and (c) awareness of English prosody
gained from the sessions. The questions are in Appendix A.
The replies of the participants in the four groups are shown in Table 5. Almost all
participants (98%) reported that they enjoyed the task, and 89% reported that they
wanted to do it again. Most participants in both the experimental and control groups
reported that the sessions were especially useful for listening; an average of 78% of
the participants in the four groups acknowledged the usefulness of the sessions for
listening. The majority of the participants (67%) also acknowledged the usefulness
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for oral repetition even though they did oral repetition only once after dictation.
Mean scores for increased awareness varied from group to group, but Tukey’s tests
showed no statistically significant difference in pairwise comparison, with the
exception of CTL1 vs. CTL2 for the increased awareness of intonation (p = .030).
CTL2 had the highest score for increased awareness of intonation (C-1 in Table
5). CTL2 was the only group consisting of first-year students, and it is speculated
that the impact of the lessons by the instructor, who was a native speaker of English,
might have been stronger for first-year students than for second-year students. The
experimental groups, E1 and Ea, had higher scores (M = 82 and 85.5 respectively)
than CTL1 (M = 67.5). Ea’s high score was expected because the verbal
instructions on prosodic features including intonation were given to only this group.
The intensive listening E1 did for the dictation tasks might account for their high
score.
TABLE 5
Replies of Participants Who Received the Post-questionnaire
Question category
(A) Enjoyment

Ea
(n=18)

E1
(n=18)

CTL1
(n=15)

CTL2
(n=17)

[0 (not at all) － 100 (very much)]

(A-1) Enjoyed?

97

97

96

100

(A-2) Want to do it again?

86

83.5

86

100

(B) Are the tasks useful to …? [0 (not at all) － 100 (very much)]
(B-1) Listening

83.5

75.5

78.5

73.5

(B-2) Oral imitation

69.5

64

67.5

67.5

(C) Increased awareness of …? [0 (not at all) － 100 (very much)]
(C-1) Intonation

85.5

82

67.5

94

(C-2) Unstressed words

74

62

64.5

67.5

(C-3) “Real” English sound

68

58

84.5

73.5

Note. The highest scores among the four groups are in boldface, and the lowest scores are underlined.
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For increased awareness of unstressed words (C-2 in Table 5), Ea had the highest
score. Ea also showed the most improvement in the elicited imitation accuracy rate
for unstressed words, although the difference was not statistically significant. The
dictation method for Ea with the multiple-choice format used for unstressed words
and/or the prosodic instructions might have contributed to this group’s progress. On
the other hand, E1 had the lowest score. This group did the dictation including
unstressed words, but it is speculated that there might have been too much
stimulation which resulted in distracting attention from the target unstressed words.
For awareness of the “real” English sound (C-3 in Table 5), the control groups
had higher scores than the experimental groups. The control groups watched DVD
clips, which included authentic input through the conversations, whereas the
experimental groups listened to the instructor’s enunciation for the dictation tasks
after watching the scene. This instructor’s enunciation might have influenced the
participants’ perception of English sounds.
In summary, the participants in Ea, who received the awareness-raising
interventions, showed higher scores than E1 for all of the above post-questionnaire
items, suggesting the positive effects of this type of interventions. The E1 group, on
the other hand, had the lowest scores for the increased awareness of unstressed
words and that of the “real” English sound. This may suggest that only short
dictation tasks (like the ones used in this study) might not have much impact on
raising language learners’ awareness.

Prosody
We performed a preliminary prosody assessment because many participants
reported in the post-questionnaire that they increased awareness of prosody [see (C)
in Table 5]. We examined the question intonation of the participants, who repeated
the S2 utterance (“Did you eat lunch yesterday?”) accurately in both pre- and
post-recordings. Two raters (two native speakers, one male and one female, of
American English with an experience of teaching English in Japan for over 15
years) listened to the utterances, which were presented in random order. Each
stimulus presented to the raters consisted of a beep, a presentation order, a model
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utterance, and an utterance to be assessed followed by 4 seconds, during which
assessment was carried out. The raters listened to all of the utterances once while
assessing each utterance in terms of how accurately the utterance imitated the
model utterance. Then they listened again to the same utterances, circling any
factor(s) that they thought might be influencing their assessment of the imitation.
The factors were: (a) intonation (too flat / not appropriate sentence-initial or
sentence-final intonation), (b) pause (long / frequent), (c) stress/rhythm (wrong
stress / shotgun rhythm / smoothness), and (d) speed (too slow).
In order to examine any prosodic improvement, we first counted the number of
circles for each factor in each group’s pre- and post-recordings. Then we averaged
the number of circles across the participants in each group (Mean C) for each rater.
Then we calculated an index for progress by subtracting MeanC in the
post-recording from that in the pre-recording. Plus values mean the number of
participants whose utterance improved in terms of question intonation in the
post-recording.
Table 6 shows the results averaged across the two raters for the two factors,
flatness and sentence-final intonation, which were found to be a problem for the
majority of the utterances in the pre-recording. We can see from Table 6 that the Ea
group showed noticeable improvement in intonation range. It should be noted,
however, more of the utterances of this group in the pre-recording was assessed as
having problems with this factor compared to the E1 and control groups, and Ea’s
performance as a group in the post-recording did not even reach that of the control
groups. However, compared to the performance of E1, we can conclude that Ea’s
improvement was substantial. For the sentence-final intonation, although Ea’s
performance as a group was the worst in the pre-recording, that in the
post-recording was assessed as the best. Although the data are limited, it can be
concluded that Ea showed superior improvement in the sentence-final intonation
for a question sentence.
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TABLE 6
Prosody Assessment of the Participants’ Utterances on Sentence Intonation
flatness
Group

Pre

Post

sentence final intonation
progress

Pre

Post

(pre-post)

progress
(pre-post)

Ea (n=7)

.43

.29

.14

.43

.07

.36

E1 (n=6)

.25

.33

-.08

.13

.42

-.29

.14

.14

0

.21

.14

.07

CTL1+CTL2
(n=7)

Note. Two raters circled any factor(s) that they thought might be influencing their assessment of the
participants’ utterances. The number of circles was counted for each factor in each group’s pre- and
post-recordings and was averaged across the participants and the two raters. The highest scores in the
progress row are in boldface and the lowest scores are underlined.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our first research question was: What are the effects, if any, of the intervention
task of dictation and oral repetition for focused listening on the accuracy of the
participants’ spoken outputs? The positive effects of the intervention task were not
confirmed from the results in this study; the experimental group which did this task,
E1, did not show much improvement in terms of overall accuracy rate, elicited
imitation accuracy rate for unstressed words, and increased awareness of English
prosody, compared to the control groups.
The effectiveness of this intervention task was not conclusive in this study, which
might be related to the amount or/and method of dictation. The results differed from
Chun’s (2010), which reported that dictation of rapid speech did have positive
effects on the teaching English as a second language (TESL) students’
listening/speaking ability. The main difference was that the amount of time spent on
the dictation tasks was far greater for Chun’s participants than for ours. Another
factor that might have influenced the results is the number of oral repetitions after
the dictation; the repetition was done only once, which might not have been enough
for the participants to internalize the pattern. In addition to the above factors,
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learners’ productive skills could be delayed compared to their declarative
knowledge. There could be long-term effects of dictation, which may be worthy of
further investigation.
The second research question was: What are the effects, if any, of the
awareness-raising intervention task on the accuracy of the participants’ spoken
outputs? In order to examine the effects of raising awareness, we provided the other
experimental group, Ea, with the following: (a) input-enhanced dictation for
increasing the salience of unstressed grammatical words, and (b) a less-than-5
minute verbal instruction on English prosody after each dictation task per session.
The results confirmed the effectiveness of the sessions for Ea. Compared to the
other participating groups, Ea showed superior progress in overall accuracy.
However, compared to this drastic improvement, Ea showed only modest
improvement in elicited imitation accuracy for the unstressed grammatical
words/morpheme, although this group’s progress was the largest among all the
participating groups. With these results, the effectiveness of this dictation method
which highlights unstressed grammatical words was useful in the present study but
not completely conclusive for generalizing the results. The amount or/and
frequency of the dictation may not have been enough for raising the participants’
awareness to the point that they could make observable improvements. In addition
to dictation, explicit explanation related to the use of the grammatical
word/morpheme might have contributed to improved outcomes.
The Ea group, which received awareness-raising intervention tasks, showed
noticeable progress in increased awareness of English intonation. Although the data
were limited, the improvement was confirmed not only in awareness but also in
intonation accuracy in terms of intonation range and sentence-final intonation of a
question sentence. Compared to Ea, CTL2 showed the highest score in increased
awareness of intonation, but CTL2’s raised awareness did not directly lead to
improvement in their production of intonation. We can speculate from the results
that the prosodic instructions, which emphasized the meaning difference associated
with prosodic changes, helped the EFL learners in this study bridge the gap
between increased awareness and actual improvement of intonation production.
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It should be noted that, after eight sessions spread over 3 months, Ea showed
noticeable improvement in question intonation but just modest improvement in
elicited imitation accuracy for unstressed words. The participants in this study were
native speakers of Japanese (classified as a pitch-accent language). As a result, the
participants might have been more sensitive to aspects of intonation than those of
duration, and changing their intonation might have been easier for them than
changing durational features. Japanese EFL learners’ increased sensitivity to aspects
of intonation over those of duration was found in a study on sentence-stress
perception in English (Ofuka, Mori, Gilbert & Kiritani, 2009). This tendency may
have resulted in quick improvement in intonation but not in recognition and
imitation of unstressed words in the present study.
The verbal instructions about English prosody, which the participants in Ea
received, seemed to have a great impact on the participants, contributing to the
retention of the practiced utterances in the session. The participants in Ea showed
significant improvement in the elicited imitation accuracy for the word, Cambridge,
which was included in two of the selected sentences for dictation in a session,
compared to both E1 and control groups. The participants in E1 wrote down the
word and corrected it, if necessary, but their improvement on the elicited imitation
accuracy for the word was only slightly better than that of the control groups. On
the other hand, the participants in Ea did not write down the word for dictation but
received the prosodic instruction for the sentences that included the word.
In summary, significant progress was confirmed for the participants in Ea in
overall accuracy. Noticeable improvements were also seen in the elicited imitation
accuracy for unstressed words, the self-reported increased awareness of intonation,
and prosodic accuracy for the intonation of a question utterance, but the results did
not reach a significance level of .05. It was also shown that the prosodic instructions,
which were included as part of the awareness-raising interventions, contributed to
the retention of the practiced sentences. These results confirmed the effectiveness of
the awareness-raising intervention tasks, especially the prosodic instructions, in the
present study. The prosodic instructions took less than 5 minutes per session and did
not require special equipment. Thus, this type of instruction could be implemented
in any language lesson easily. The educational implications of this study indicate
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that educators could help language learners improve their spoken outputs through
awareness-raising interventions. What type of instruction is effective may depend
on various factors including learners’ first language and the target linguistic features.
The instructions in this study focused on prosodic features. Even though language
learners, for example, produce questions with a rising intonation, their level and/or
manner of the final pitch movement could make their questions be perceived as
statements instead. These subtle features may be very difficult for language learners
to notice even if they listen attentively. Thus, the learners can benefit from
awareness-raising interventions such as explicit explanation about the focused
features and associated meaning difference.
Finally, the results of this study indicated that raising awareness had a positive
influence. However, there are several limitations. The target grammatical and
prosodic features included in the pre and post tests were limited in variety and
levels of difficulty. In addition, this study was conducted in a classroom
environment with a convenience sample, so the findings could have been
influenced by other factors, such as the participants’ gender, amount of exposure to
English outside the classroom, varying learning styles, and motivation. Further
studies considering the above factors are recommended in order to generalize the
results of this study.
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APPENDIX A
Post-Questionnaire Questions
Question
Categorya
A-1
A-2
B-1
B-2
C-1
C-2
C-3

Questions
Did you enjoy watching the DVD and doing the tasks?
Would you like to do something like this again?
Did it help you improve your listening?
Did repeating (saying) the expressions become easier for you?
Compared to before, did you become more aware of
natural English intonation?
Compared to before, did you become more aware of contractions (e.g., I'll,
what's) and weak forms of words (e.g., a, of)?
When you listened to the expressions in natural English,
did you find that they sounded different from
the English you were used to before?

Note. a The question category is described in the text.

APPENDIX B
Dictation Papers in Session 1 for the Experimental Groups, E1 and Ea
(1) Dictation paper for E1
Larry:Hey, Mike!
Mike:Hey, Larry.

(__________) (__________) (__________)?

Larry: (__________) (__________) (__________) Nicky?
Mike: (__________) (__________) (__________) /
(__________) (__________) (__________) with Erica.
Mike:It was half day today. Uh, “Parent Career Day”.
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(2) Dictation paper for Ea
Larry: Hey, Mike!
Mike: Hey, Larry. How (__________) doing?
Larry: Have (__________) seen Nicky?
Mike:

pretty sure

went home with Erica.

Mike: It was half day today. Uh, “Parent Career Day”.

APPENDIX C
Prosodic instructions
Session
1

Selected sentences
How you doing?

2
3

I’ve got a job interview with …
Hey, it’s me, so I got the job.
So I’ll see you tomorrow.
You’ll have to excuse me though.
Can I buy you a cup of coffee
or something?a

4
5

6
7

28

Can I talk to you about this,
please?b
What’s wrong?

Focused points
-“how you …” vs. “how are you …”
(casual vs. non-casual style)
- rhythm difference
(between English and Japanese)
- sentence-final intonation
tone of voice and associated meaning
contraction form (I’ll vs. I)
contraction form (you’ll vs. you)
- sentence-final intonation
- article usage
(countable vs. uncountable nouns)
- linking sounds (“a cup of”)
- sentence-final intonation
- meaning difference (to vs. with)
- intonation and pauses
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What’s going on?
What are you talking about?
Why didn’t you tell me?c
I went to Cambridge University.
You went to Cambridge?d

for Wh-questions
and associated meaning difference
- statement vs. Question intonation
- stress on you
and associated meaning difference

Note.
a

After the dictation, but before repeating, the instructor gave an example of how the sentence would sound
if there were no pauses and if the intonation at the end was not raised.

b

After the dictation, but before repeating, the instructor gave an example of how the intonation would be
different without the “please” at the end. Awareness was provided for the sentence-ending visually on the
board and verbally.

c

The focus was on the difference between a “worried” voice and a “regular” voice.

d

The difference in the intonation just on the final word and the gradual raising were demonstrated.
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